


We put Panasonic TOUGHBOOK® rugged mobile devices in the hands
of our warfighters during military exercises at Fort Benning, Georgia.

See how our devices stand out.

In the moments that matter most, warfighters need advanced mobile gear and
devices that are up to the challenge during the demands of tactical missions.



“Panasonic [TOUGHBOOK] is far better suited ... ”

TACTICAL OPERATIONS CENTER (TOC)
Powerful, flexible devices help command staff coordinate, plan,
monitor and manage tactical movements and communications.



+ Reliable, seamless wireless connectivity 
+ 4G or 5G modems support FirstNet® (band 14) and CBRS Private LTE (band 48),

and have dual SIM (physical SIM + eSIM) 
+ Long-lasting, hot-swappable battery for up to 36 hours of life 
+ Flexible and highly customizable modular design and user-upgradable expansion areas
+ Coordinate, plan, monitor and manage tactical movements and communications  

TOUGHBOOK 40—IN THEIR OWN WORDS
“Panasonic [TOUGHBOOK] is far better suited because it is a purpose-built EUD.”
“It remained undamaged after multiple actions.”



“ … this should be the standard.”

SQUAD  LEADERS
Our frontline leaders must be able to make rapid, confident decisions
so that squad members operate effectively and successfully.



+ Fully rugged, lightweight 10.1" Windows® 2-in-1 laptop/tablet with optional keyboard
+ 4G LTE or 5G modems support CBRS Private LTE (band 48) and have dual SIM (physical SIM + eSIM)
+ Rain- and glove-touch functionality, outdoor-viewable display
+ Hot-swappable battery for up to 37 hours of life
+ Flexible, highly customizable modular design and user-upradable expansion areas
+ Access real-time intelligence and situational awareness data

TOUGHBOOK G2—IN THEIR OWN WORDS
“It is a purpose-built EUD, not just a flashed cell phone in a rugged case … this should be the standard.” 
“Sweat and water were no match for it.”



“Everything about the Panasonic I feel is better ….”

OUR BOOTS ON THE GROUND
Any addition to military gear must prove its worth. The ideal device is lightweight enough to meet
size, weight and power (SWaP) guidelines, but powerful enough to support apps and communications.



+ Lightweight, rugged handheld device
+ Rain- and glove-touch functionality, outdoor-viewable display
+ Up to 12 hours continuous data use with warm-swappable second battery 
+ Optional wearable harness with easy device access for increased flexibility
+ Access maps, situational awareness data and communications

TOUGHBOOK N1 TACTICAL—IN THEIR OWN WORDS
“Everything about the Panasonic I feel is better …. rigidity of the phone, the speed and responsiveness of the
 phone along with the programmable buttons for a one-button press switch for quick app swapping. Next, night-
 time mode … along with the rain mode and glove mode. The question is ‘why DON’T we have this yet?’”



Learn more about how TOUGHBOOK rugged mobile solutions can support your military objectives    

Contact one of our TOUGHBOOK experts: toughbook@us.panasonic.com   |   1-888-245-6344

Panasonic Connect is committed to serving the military with customizable
rugged mobile solutions that can help warfighters work smarter and more
effectively to improve operational services and ensure the highest level of
combat readiness.

We are proud to be a regular participant in military training exercises
that test on-the-ground communications, situational awareness and
decision-making during mission-critical operations.
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